ABSTRACT A software product line is a kind of software, which generates software products with similar functionality by reusing assets. A feature model is extracted from requirements documents to represent each functional module of a software product line and the relationship among functionality. During the evolution of a software product line, a feature model always needs to be rebuilt. The rebuilding process cannot guarantee the correctness of the reconstructed feature model. Therefore, we propose a method of automatically evolving feature models of software product lines with evolutionary requirements to solve the repeated reconstruction and reduce errors in reconstruction. In the method, a formal model of feature models is constructed by communication membrane calculus, then the formal evolutionary requirements can change the formal model automatically, finally the changed formal model is mapped to the reconstructed feature model. The several experiments are carried out by open feature models, and the results of experiments not only verify the effectiveness of the proposed method but also show the method can be used to test whether the software product line evolves according to the requirements. The method can automatically change feature models of software product lines to avoid mistakes when people modify the feature model. 
I. INTRODUCTION
A software product line (SPL) is a kind of software that generates software products family through the reuse of assets according to the customers' needs [9] , [29] , [35] . The software product family is a series of software products produced by SPL having the same basic functionality and similar other functionality. This approach of developing software through reuse of asset saves development time while reducing the upfront cost of the product and reducing development risk [1] , [3] , [7] , [21] , [33] . The design of SPL in industrial needs to meet the increasing needs of users, which requires SPL not only to have a long life cycle but also to have a stable architecture and a mechanism to respond to changes [15] . However, with the maturity of SPL technology, the scale of SPL and its functionality is increasing gradually, at the same time the difficulty and risk of evolving SPL are rising
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gradually. Compare with the traditional software evolution, SPL also has three ways of evolution: adding, deleting and modifying. But there are some differences between the SPL evolution and the evolution of traditional software. In the SPL evolution, we can add or delete a software with some functionality related to SPL into or from the original product lines, instead of adding or deleting some functionality in traditional software [22] . This unique way of adding and deleting makes the evolution of SPL more massive and difficult.
A feature model is a tool that can describe software functionality and functionality structure [14] . A feature model has a wide range of applications in SPL. It can not only describe the functional structure of SPL but also describe the structure of a software product generated by SPL. Feature models play an irreplaceable role in SPL and an integral role in the SPL evolution. Heradio et al. through access to 175 articles about the SPL from 1995 to 2014, get an important conclusion about the feature model: Feature modeling has been the most important topic in the whole SPL research area [18] .
And Montalvillo et al. through access to 107 articles about the evolution of the SPL, get another critical conclusion about the feature model: in the past 15 years, the feature model is the most critical topic in the research of SPL evolution [25] .
At present, most of the articles about SPL evolution are using the feature model of SPL to determine the influence scope of evolution. And then ensuring the correctness of evolution [25] . In order to ensure the availability of feature models for the next evolution after using a feature model to evolve SPL, it needs to change the feature model accordingly after each of the evolving SPL assets. When the SPL evolves, it needs domain experts to reconstruct the feature model by the existing modeling standards. This process relies on the experience of modelers and their understanding of requirements. It cannot guarantee the correctness of the reconstructed feature model. Therefore, we present a method of automatically evolving feature models of SPL (AutoEvoSPL) by a kind of formal method and evolutionary requirements. This formal method can automatically determine the range of evolution and automatically change feature models. It can avoid the error of artificial modification of the feature model. In AutoEvoSPL, we formalize a feature model and the evolution process of a feature model by Communication Membrane Calculus (CMC) [31] . We will use the key information extracted from the evolutionary requirements to change the formalized model. And then it will generate a new feature model automatically which meets the evolutionary requirements.
The method generates a new feature model automatically by evolutionary requirements and CMC. In this article, we will use CMC to model feature model of SPL, and give the mutual mapping between CMC and a feature model of SPL. At the same time, we will present a method to describe the evolutionary requirements of SPL by CMC. And then, we will use the evolutionary requirements described by CMC to change the feature model described by CMC and generate a new feature model described by CMC. Finally, the new feature model described by CMC will be mapped into a feature model of SPL. During the process, getting feature models and requirements are semiautomatic, the other steps are got automatically. We have designed a tool named AutoEvoFM to implement the method of AutoEvoSPL. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, several experiments are designed. The data are collected from SPLOT and website of Mobile Media.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: We introduce the basic definition of a feature model of SPL and CMC in section II. In section III, we introduce the framework of automatic evolution of feature model. We give the mapping between feature models and CMC in section IV. Subsequently, the mapping process from evolutionary requirements to CMC is given, and the requirements mapping methods are shown in section V. We show the process of splitting an evolutionary need, the method of evaluating the reasonability of need, and the process of evolving a feature model in section VI. And the implementation of AutoEvoFM is shown in section VII. And then, we verify the effectiveness of AutoEvoFM by the experiments based on the several public feature models in section VIII. Finally, we give the related works in section IX and conclude the paper with final thoughts (Section X). And we also give an example to explain the way of using our method at the end of section IV, V and VI.
II. BACKGROUND A. FEATURE MODEL
In recent years, the SPL is mainly used to reduce the amount of work, reduce costs, improve quality and speed up the development of software products by a series of reusable components. A product line describes the relationships among modules such as exclusion, dependencies and so on through feature modeling. Each module is a feature, and each feature represents a corresponding functionality of SPL [19] . A product is a series of features with code. And a feature model is a combination of a series of effective products with restrictions and relations. Feature models are used in many large companies such as Boeing, Siemens, and Toshiba Co [19] , [23] .
Feature models can use a tree structure to describe the relationship of features. In the tree structure, each node represents a feature, and different connections of nodes represent different relationships of features. Fig. 1 describes a feature model of the global positioning system (GPS) by a tree diagram [4] . In the tree diagram, root node is the name of GPS and the sub-nodes represent the functionality contained in GPS.
The relationship between the parent node and the sub-node can be divided into the following four types: 1) Mandatory. The node is the necessary node for its parent node. It indicates that in all products of the SPL, this feature must be contained if its parent feature is selected. In Fig. 1 , Routing and Interface are functionality that GPS must provide. 2) Optional. The node is an optional node for its parent node. This means that in products of the SPL, if you select its parent feature, you can select this feature or not. In Fig. 1 , Traffic avoiding is an optional feature of GPS. 3) Alternative. The parent node has only one sub-node.
This means that if the parent feature is selected in products, only one of the features among these alternative features can appear in the product. In Fig. 1 , Screen can select only one sub-feature between Touch and LCD. 4) Or. The parent node has at least one sub-node. It indicates that in products of SPL, once its parent feature is selected, one or more of or features can be in the products. In Fig. 1 , at least one functionality between 3D map and Auto-rerouting must be selected, when Routing appears in products.
Besides, the symbols at the bottom of the tree represent the constraints between two features, and the constraints contain two kinds of relationships: This article focuses on how to use the evolutionary requirements to evolve a feature model of SPL. We will give a formal definition in section IV to describe feature model.
B. COMMUNICATION MEMBRANE CALCULUS
CMC is a formal method suitable for modeling evolutionary problems [31] . It comes from membrane computing. It can describe the structure and relationship of modules. And it also can describe the communication process among modules. So it is suitable for modeling the structure of feature models and the evolution of feature models. CMC can automatically determine the range of evolution and automatically change feature models to avoid the error of artificial modification of feature models.
Definition 1 (Communication Membrane Calculus): CMC is a multivariate set ρ 1 ) , ..., (R n , ρ n )), where 1) V is a collection of all objects that the system contains, 2) µ is the structure of membranes, 3) O i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n is a multiset of objects within membrane i, 4) (R i , ρ i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n are sets of reaction rules and priority of the reaction rules in membrane i. R i is the rule set in the membrane. ρ i is a priority set of rules.
In CMC, objects are represented as a : C, a is the name of objects, and C is the class of objects. The rules are represented as A → B, it means change A to B, → is an identifier of rules. And the priority between two rules is represented by >. Such
And CMC has 8 kinds of reaction rules:
1) Object changing rules: u : C → v : C, that indicates the change in the name or number of objects. 2) Object transferring rules: u : C → v : C to_k , indicating that objects are passed to the membrane k. 3) Membrane dissolution rules: u : O → σ , indicating that the objects' membrane is dissolved. At the same time, the objects, rules and sub-membrane in the membrane are deleted. 4) Membrane creation rules: The details of CMC can be found in our previous article: A calculus for modeling the process of evolution-communication membrane calculus [31] . Using Definition 1, the static structure of a feature model and the process of evolving feature models can be described completely.
III. THE FRAMEWORK OF AutoEvoSPL
An SPL's feature model can guide the evolution of SPL, so we should pay attention to the evolution of feature models when the SPL evolved. In this paper, CMC is used to model the feature models and the evolution process of feature models, to achieve automatic evolution of feature models and obtain new feature models. Fig. 2 presents the framework of the method of evolving SPL's feature model automatically by CMC and evolutionary requirements. This framework is the technical framework of our method. Fig. 2 shows the framework of the method proposed in our article. In AutoEvoSPL, there are two input to start the process of evolving a feature model. They are a feature model and evolutionary requirements. Firstly, the feature model of SPL are mapped into formalized feature model, and the evolutionary requirements of SPL are changed to formalized evolutionary requirements, the formalized feature model and evolutionary requirements are composed as the input of next step. And then, using steps of splitting needs, evaluating needs and evolving models, formalized evolved feature model is got as the output of the multiple changes of model. Finally, the formalized evolved feature model is changed to evolved feature model of SPL. And the evolved feature model of SPL is a new SPL feature model that meets evolutionary requirements.
Firstly, using mapping rules, feature model of SPL can be changed to the formalized feature model named FEvoFM which is described by CMC, and evolved FEvoFM can be changed to evolved feature model of SPL, the mapping between feature models and FEvoFM is shown in Section IV. And evolutionary requirements can be changed to formalize evolutionary requirements named AutoEvoRe by our method, and AutoEvoRe is made up of AutoEvoNeeds, the process of getting AutoEvoNeed is shown in Section V. Then the formalized feature model can be changed by every need from the AutoEvoRe. The evolved FEvoFM is got after changing the original FEvoFM by every need in AutoEvoRe. The process of changing FEvoFM is shown in Section VI. Finally, the evolved FEvoFM changes to a feature model of SPL by the mapping rules in Section IV.
AutoEvoRe is the set of AutoEvoNeeds. An evolutionary requirement contains many small changes, and every change will evolve FEvoFM once. And then the evolved FEvoFM is the final result of changing the initial FEvoFM by every AutoEvoNeed in AutoEvoRe. And the definition of an AutoEvoNeed is in Section V.
IV. FEvoFM
With the development of SPL, in addition to the parentchild relationships between two features, a feature model can also contain constraints between two features. When formalize feature model by formal methods, we should not only consider the type of features but also discuss how to describe the relations among features. This section gives the mapping between feature models and CMC, it will change a feature model to FEvoFM, and after changing FEvoFM with the evolutionary requirements, the changed FEvoFM can be mapped to a feature model too.
A. ABSTRACTION OF SPL'S REATURE MODELS
In order to facilitate the formal modeling of SPL's feature models, we need give an abstract definition of the feature models. If there is no inclusion or parallel relationship between any two features, the relationship between the two features will not appear in FR, such as
, the relationship between F n3 and F n2 , will not appear in FR.
An element of FC represents a constraint condition of excludes or requires between two features. If the feature F n1 and F n2 exclude each other, F n1 and F n2 cannot exist at the same time in any software generated by the SPL, denoted as F n1 ↔ F n2 . If feature F n1 depends on feature F n2 , when F n1 exists in a software generated by the SPL, F n2 must exist in the software too, denoted as
In the feature model, the tree diagram contains all the features, types of features and relationship of features. And constraints need to be considered in selecting features to create software, and they ensure the availability and security of the generation of software products. Therefore in the describing of feature models by CMC, all the features and corresponding types should be described first, then, describing the relationship between two features, and last, considering how to describe the constraints between two features. Using the ThrTFM defined in Definition 2, we can abstract the tree diagram of the feature model in Fig. 1 , which is convenient to model SPL's feature models by a formal method.
B. MAPPING BETWEEN FEATURE MODEL AND FEvoFM
FEvoFM is a feature model described by CMC, and it can be changed using the change mechanism of CMC. This section introduces the method of mapping between FEvoFM and feature model.
Where V is a collection of all the names of objects which represents the constraint in the feature model, µ is a collection of the membrane structure which represents relationships between two features, O F i is a objects multiset to represent constraint in membrane F i , R F i is a reaction rule set to represent detection process of constraint relation in membrane F i , ρ i is a priority set of rules.
Definition 3 is another way of representing a feature model. Definition 2 and Definition 3 are two different ways to describe the feature models. And there is a mapping method to change the description ways. The mapping method is as follows:
1) The element in FN is corresponding to the name of a membrane. Each feature corresponds to a membrane, the presentation of a membrane is same as the representation of a feature. 2) The parallel and inclusion relationships in FR are mapped to the membrane structures of sibling and parent-child. The inclusion relation F n0 ⊃ F n1 corresponds to the parent-child structure [
, and the parallel relation F n1 ∪ F n2 corresponds to the sibling structure [
In other words, the collection of mapped membrane structures is µ in FEvoFM.
3) The excludes and requires in FC are corresponding to objects and rules in CMC, where
• The excludes F n1 ↔ F n2 is corresponding to the specific objects and rules in the membrane F n1 and membrane F n2 . The objects and rules in the membrane F n1 are:
O to−F n0 , The objects and rules in the membrane F n2 are:
• The requires F n1 ⇒ F n2 are associated with membranes F n1 and F n2 specific objects and rules in correspondence, objects and rules in the membrane F n1 are,
O to−F n0 , and objects and reaction rules in the membrane
The reaction rules in mapping 3 use the object transfer rules to transfer objects between the two membranes with constraints. These rules represent the process of checking the objects are in or not in the two membranes with constraints. If membranes have the objects, the new objects are generated or transferred to make the next rule react. Finally, if the receiving membrane includes corresponding objects, then it transfers the objects Feasible F n1 −F n2 : O to the skin membrane F n0 , otherwise, it transfers unFeasible F n1 −F n2 : O to the skin membrane F n0 . Feasible F n1 −F n2 : O and unFeasible F n1 −F n2 : O represent the detection results. This allows the skin membrane to know whether all of the features are satisfied with constraints. The representation of constraints is changed to the objects and rules in every membrane. So when the constraints change, the membranes must be changed.
The mapping process is reversible. It can describe a given feature model by CMC, and map FEvoFM to ThrTFM which is proposed in Def. 3 by the above three mapping rules. [ F n2 ] F n2 to describe the relationship in FR. At the same time, for each element in FC, we can find objects and rules in the corresponding membranes in FEvoFM. Therefore, when using (FN , FR, FC) to describe a feature model, the feature model can be specified to the form
Theorem 2: If FEvoFM can describe a feature model, ThrTFM can describe the feature model too.
Proof: In FEvoFM, every membrane represents a feature. From the definition of ThrTFM, every element in FN is represented as a feature too. µ in FEvoFM can describe the relationship among features. From the mapping rules of 2, it is a bijection between µ and FR in ThrTFM. So when using µ to describe the relationship among features in a feature model, we can use FR to describe the relationship too. At the same time, the rules and objects in the membrane describe the constraint of the membrane. And in ThrTFM, FC can represent the constraint relation of a feature model. Accordingly, when using (
to describe a feature model, the feature model can be described to the form of (FN , FR, FC) too.
From the two theorems, we can know when describing a feature model, FEvoFM and ThrTFM have the same power. In our method, by using the mapping rules given in this section, we can change ThrTFM to FEvoFM firstly, and after changing FEvoFM with the evolutionary requirements, the evolved FEvoFM can be mapped to ThrTFM too.
In FEvoFM, µ is a set of feature pairs with a relationship of parallel or inclusion. In the description of mapping 2, µ will be very long. We can merge feature pairs to reduce the length of the µ. The results of mapping 2 can be combined and merged to get a weight in brackets ''[]''. The process of combing and merging is: 
can represent a feature model. V represents all names of objects in every feature, µ describes the structure of all the features, O i is the objects in each feature, if there is no constraint relation of this feature, O i is an empty set, (R i , ρ i ) is a set of reaction rules and the priority of the rule of each feature, if there is no constraint of this feature, (R i , ρ i ) is empty.
C. EXAMPLE
To explain our method, we give an example to help to understand our method. In the following sections, we will use the example to show how to use our method to change FME with evolutionary requirements.
Example: 1) Feature model named FME, FME has two mandatory features A and B, A has two optional features C and D, B has two alternative features E and F and two or features G and H; 2) Evolutionary requirements, they are that add an or feature I to B, delete the feature G, change C to an optional feature J. Fig. 3 shows the feature model of the example. Using the Def. 2, the feature model of FME can be described to ThrTFM such as (FN , FR, FC) ,
And then, using the mapping rules mentioned in part B of section IV, the ThrTFM can be changed to FEvoFM. As FC = ∅, it means V , O, R and ρ in FEvoFM of FME is ∅. Elements in FR can be mapped
Finally, the feature model in Example can be changed to F = (V , µ, O FME , ..., O H R , (R FME , ρ FME ), ...,
In this section, the method of abstracting the feature model to ThrTFM is given, and how to map ThrTFM to FEvoFM is given. The process of formal modeling of SPL feature model using CMC and reduction of the formal model to SPL feature model are completed.
V. AutoEvoNeeds
There are many ways to define the evolution of requirements of SPL, which can be domain oriented or feature oriented. This paper focuses on the evolution of SPL's feature models, so the expected evolutionary requirements are needed to be defined in feature oriented.
A. ABSTRACTION OF SPL'S EVOLUTIONARY REQUIREMENTS
We can use the 9 mapping rules named Requirements of Domain Oriented to Architecture of SPL to map oriented domain evolution requirements to features or combination of features [23] . Then using the method of making SPL feature model proposed by Neves et al. to model the evolutionary requirements [26] . Domain experts can rely on the modeling tools mentioned in above articles to complete the extraction and construction of features and combinations of features from requirements. The AutoEvoRe is the abstraction of evolutionary requirements which are constructed by domain experts.
Definition 4 (Evolutionary Feature): Evolutionary features are features to be evolved. The evolutionary features can be a feature or an evolutionary combination of features with the same parent feature.
In SPL, the evolutionary combination of features is a unique way of evolution. It comes from the evolution of adding software with related functionality to the SPL. Or the changes of using software with the better performance to replace parts functionality of the SPL.
In this section, how to use CMC to describe evolutionary requirements of SPL to AutoEvoRe is given. An evolutionary requirement cannot be recognized by FEvoFM. We should formalize the evolutionary requirement by CMC.
In FEvoFM, the evolutionary requirements are split into three parts: the features to be evolved and their parent features, the ways in which they evolve, and what features they evolve into. Thus, the evolutionary requirements of an SPL feature model can be represented by a set.
When evolving a feature model of SPL, it may change many features in the feature model. It is easy to know that an evolutionary requirement is made up of several evolutionary needs. When using the method we proposed in this paper, it handles an evolutionary need once. A complete evolution requires several modifications of the feature model by the proposed approach.
Definition 5 (Evolutionary Need): An evolutionary need is a three-tuple (F-target, Changes, F-goal). Where F-target is called the target features, which is an abstract expression of evolutionary features with the same parent feature, Changes is one of the evolution model named add, delete and replace, F-goal is known as goal features, it is the abstract representation of the evolution result of F-target.
An evolutionary need is a part of evolutionary requirement. An evolutionary requirement is a set of evolutionary needs. An abstract representation of F-goal and F-target mentioned in definition 5 is the three-tuple defined by definition 2, that F-target is ThrTFM of the target features, F-goal is ThrTFM of the goal features.
In the SPL's feature model evolution, we should not only pay attention to the features that need to be evolved but also pay attention to their parent features. It is because that when a feature is evolved, the relationship between the feature and its parent may be changed. For example, when adding sub-features into a feature, a parent-child relationship is added, the parent feature is influenced by the evolution, the parent feature needs to be considered in the evolution of adding features. When deleting features, the parent feature is influenced by its nodes being deleted. In the three kinds of changes, replacing features is minimal effect on the parent feature, but to describe the location of the change of features more accurately, we need to use a constant parent feature as a reference. Thus, in definition 5, it is emphasized that the features to be evolved and their parent feature are abstracted together in F-target and F-goal.
The three-tuple of evolutionary need describes the evolution of the SPL's feature model, but the three-tuple is not identified by FEvoFM. It is necessary to formalize the evolutionary need by CMC. The formalized evolutionary need is called an AutoEvoNeed.
Definition 6 (AutoEvoNeed): An AutoEvoNeed is an abstraction of evolutionary need using CMC. An AutoEvoNeed is represented as an object Re F target −Changes−F goal : O, where Re is the identifier of the AutoEvoNeed, O is the type of the object, F target is the formal representation of target features F-target by CMC, − is a connector to join all the features and operations together, Changes ∈ {add, delete, replace}, F goal is the formal representation of goal features F-goal by CMC.
The subscript of Re is evolutionary need information. Using the corresponding relation, the evolutionary needs of SPL's feature model can be changed into AutoEvoNeeds which can be automatically distinguished by a FEvoFM. F farher represents the parent feature in F-target. An AutoEvoNeed is an object that can change the system using the characteristic of CMC. The characteristic is object can trigger rules react to make the system change.
AutoEvoNeeds can evolve FEvoFM. But before using AutoEvoNeeds to evolve FEvoFM, we need to evaluate whether AutoEvoNeeds can trigger the evolution of FEvoFM and ensure the rationality of evolution. At the same time, if we want to evolve FEvoFM completely, every AutoEvoNeed in AutoEvoRe should trigger the evolution of FEvoFM once.
B. EXAMPLE
Consider the evolutionary requirements of the example in part C of section IV. The father features in the three needs are B, B, and A. Using the way in µ to describe feature structures in evolutionary requirements, the requirements can be represented as
Then use the three-tuple as the subscript of Re, the evolutionary requirements can be represented as three
VI. AutoEvoChange
The process of changing model is called AutoEvoChange. And FEvoFM and AutoEvoNeeds are two input of AutoEvoChange. The purpose of AutoEvoChange is evolving FEvoFM. AutoEvoChange is called changing model in Fig. 2 . There are three parts in AutoEvoChange in this paper. Firstly, we need to split AutoEvoNeeds. Because all the information of evolution is contained in AutoEvoNeeds, we need to know where is changed, how to change it and what kind it will be changed. The splitting rules will complete the splitting of AutoEvoNeeds. Secondly, we need to determine whether an AutoEvoNeed is reasonable. The reasonability of AutoEvoNeeds means it can evolve FEvoFM correctly. Finally, we will use the results of the first two steps and the present evolution rules list to evolve FEvoFM. Fig. 4 shows the details of AutoEvoChange. Fig. 4 is the framework of AutoEvoChange. It shows the details of ''Changing model'' in Fig. 2 . When an AutoEvoNeed appears, it will be split by splitting rules, and the result of splitting is recognizable information. It is shown in part A of section VI. And then the recognizable information will be used as input of the algorithm shown in part B of section VI to evaluating reasonability of AutoEvoNeeds. Finally, the evaluating result T and the recognizable information will trigger the evolution rules, the corresponding evolution rules will be transferred into FEvoFM, then FEvoFM can evolve, and we can get its evolution result. The evolution rules and the evolution process of FEvoFM are shown in part C of section VI.
A. SPLITTING AutoEvoNeeds
An AutoEvoNeed is an input of changing AutoEvoChange. It contains all the information of evolution, and it needs to be judged whether it is the prerequisite for the evolution of SPL. To better extract information and prepare for the coming judgment, the AutoEvoNeeds needs to be split. We need to know the evolution model and the evolutionary features to evaluate reasonability of AutoEvoNeeds. And in the evolution rules list of feature models, all the evolution rules meet the three kinds of evolution model will be given. But the abstract objects are used in evolution rules, and we need to instantiate them firstly. The process of splitting AutoEvoNeeds contains three parts in Fig. 4 . They are AutoEvoNeeds, splitting rules of AutoEvoNeeds and recognized information. AutoEvoNeeds are the input and recognized information is the output in the splitting process. And by using the splitting rules, the splitting process can be done. The splitting process of an AutoEvoNeed is to materialize abstract objects. We can split out target features, goal features and changes from an AutoEvoNeed Re F target −Changes−F goal : O, and F i , F j , F f used in evolution rules will become features in a real system with instantiated by target features, goal features and actives.
In CMC, every rule should be put into a membrane, so we put the splitting rules in a membrane named Splitting which are parallel to FEvoFM. The rules in Splitting are given in Table 1 . These rules split AutoEvoNeeds. Table 1 describes the rules of splitting AutoEvoNeeds. Firstly, it needs to split AutoEvoNeeds by rules R 1 and R 2 . Then, by rules R 3 , R 4 and R 5 , the variables of F t , F g , and F f can be instantiated. Finally, the result is passed to the membrane Evolution which is parallel to FEvoFM and has evolution rules of changing FEvoFM.
When an AutoEvoNeed comes, the model can be changed automatically. The rule R 1 can make the AutoEvoNeed be recognized without understanding the definition of CMC and knowing the information of AutoEvoNeed. Rules R 2 to R 5 are transmitting information to related membranes to notice the system where needs to change.
An AutoEvoNeed Re F target −Changes−F goal : O is placed into the membrane Splitting, and membrane Splitting contains all the reaction rules in Table 1 . Re F target −Changes−F goal : O can trigger reaction rules in Splitting, then the initial object Re F target −Changes−F goal : O will be split. Finally, the object Re F target −Changes−F goal : O in membrane Splitting will be split into five different objects, which are passed to membrane Evolution.
B. EVALUATE AutoEvoNeeds
For every AutoEvoNeed in AutoEvoRe, we should evaluate reasonability of the SPL's AutoEvoNeeds. The reasonable of SPL's AutoEvoNeeds is the prerequisite for the evolution of SPL. The evaluating condition comes from evolving ways and evolutionary features. We will give the condition of evaluating reasonability of AutoEvoNeeds in this section. Deleting features means to delete evolutionary features from the original feature model. The target feature to delete must be the sub-features of the feature model, it means F target ⊆ Fn. The goal feature has the same feature F farher , and the feature belongs to feature model, it means F goal ∩ Fn = F farher .
Replacing features means to replace an evolutionary feature in feature model by a new evolutionary feature. When replacing features, the target feature must be the sub-features of the feature model, it means F target ⊆ Fn, and the goal features have a same feature F farher as the feature model, it means F goal ∩ Fn = F farher .
Therefore, based on the above analysis of three changes of evolution, we can obtain the evaluating condition of AutoEvoNeeds: demand of system's evolution, the output of the algorithm is passed into membrane Evolution. In Evolution, the output can make the membrane Evolution send messages to FEvoFM. These messages can make FEvoFM evolve. The input of the algorithm is the structure of AutoEvoNeed, and the structure is deleted all the '','', ''('', '')'' and ''∅'' in F target , Fn and F goal .
If the output of the algorithm is T , it means AutoEvoNeed satisfies the demand of the system. If the output of the algorithm is F, AutoEvoNeeds cannot trigger the evolution reaction, and it needs domain experts to reconstruct the evolutionary needs.
With evaluating reasonability of AutoEvoNeeds by the algorithm, the result T of the algorithm will be put into membrane Evolution. T is one of the initial objects to trigger a reaction of FEvoFM automatically.
C. EVOLVE FEvoFM
So far, all the preparations have been completed. In this section, we will give the method of evolving FEvoFM. Evolution rules in membrane Evolution are given. Using these rules and the results from part A and B of section VI, the FEvoFM can evolve automatically. In this section, we will provide the reaction rules and explain how to use these rules to evolve FEvoFM. To describe the evolution process of FEvoFM, a membrane named Evolution is built. Membrane Evolution has all the reaction rules required by the evolution of FEvoFM. And membrane Evolution is parallel to FEvoFM. Objects in membrane Evolution trigger rules to react. These reactions can transfer corresponding rules and objects to FEvoFM. Finally, the evolved FEvoFM can be got.
The evolution rules of FEvoFM mainly include replicating rules, transferring rules and deleting rules. In the rules, F i , F g , and F f are used to represent the target, goal and parent features respectively, which makes the evolution rules more universal.
The evolution rules are designed with the definition of CMC. The adding features mean to create new membranes in the system. The replacing features mean to dissolve the previous membranes and create new membranes in the system. And the deleting features mean to dissolve the previous membranes in the system. Using the design principle and design process, we can get all the evolution rules of FEvoFM. These rules are shown in Table 3 .
In Table 3 , the first column lists the names of the reaction rules. Reaction rules R 6 , R 9 and R 10 describe the process of adding features. R 6 is describing the process of extracting information of the new feature from the object O AddF g : O, the information contains where and what to add a new feature. R 9 sends the adding object to the father feature and copies the related rules. R 10 sends the coping rules to the father feature. Reaction rules R 7 , R 11 and R 12 explain the process of deleting features. R 7 is describing the process of extracting information from the object O DeleteF t : O, the information contains where and what to delete the feature. R 11 sends the deleting object to the father feature and copies the related rules. R 12 sends the coping rules to the father feature. Reaction rules R 8 , R 13 and R 14 describe the process of changing features. R 8 is describing the process of extracting information of the changing feature from the object O F t ChangeF g : O, the information contains which and what is replaced. R 13 sends the changing object to the father feature and copies the related rules. R 14 sends the coping rules to the father feature.
T : O in the reaction rules R 9 , R 11 and R 13 comes from the result of the algorithm in part B of section VI. When the output of the algorithm is ''T'', the object T : O is added into membrane Evolution. And T : O is an object that can be recognized by rules.
Objects in membrane Evolution can trigger one of R 9 , R 11 and R 13 reacting, when T : O and the five objects from part A of section VI. are passed into membrane Evolution. Results of the reaction can create new objects, transfer rules and objects to the membrane F farher in FEvoFM. The transferred rules and objects can make FEvoFM change. And the new objects in membrane Evolution trigger one of R 10 , R 12 and R 14 reacting. The reacting will transfer deleting rules to F farher . The deleting rules can make FEvoFM have the rules describing the constraint among features. The final FEvoFM is the evolved FEvoFM.
It is worth mentioning that, when evolving features F target , if there are constraint relationships between F target and features F/F target , it is necessary to generate another Re F target −Changes−F goal : O to make F/F target change.
D. EXAMPLE

Consider the AutoEvoNeed Re
applying R 1 . According to R 2 , the object would be then changed to five objects
: O and r : R, where add : O and r : R should be passed to the membrane Evolution. Finally by applying rules R 3 , R 4 and R 5 , the other three objects are changed to (
and the new three objects are passed to membrane Evolution respectively.
The structure µ of F target , F farher and F goal in the AutoEvoNeed are the input of algorithm in part B of section VI, where Change = add is another input to judge whether the AutoEvoNeed satisfies the system demand. Such as the input of the first AutoEvoNeeds is
and Change = add. Finally, we get the results of the algorithm, and the result is stored in Evolution.
The changing mechanism of CMC and the rules in Table 3 are used to change FEvoFM of FME. In Evolution, R 9 is used firstly. Six objects in previous jobs are changed to five new objects and two copied rules, and
O is passed into feature B. Then, the copied rules are moved to feature B by applying R 10 . Finally, using these objects and rules from Evolution, a new feature I can be added into B. FEvoFM of FME is changed to
Use another two AutoEvoNeeds in turn to evolve FEvoFM in the same way. Finally, the evolved FEvoFM is 
And then, using the mapping rules in section V, evolved FEvoFM can be mapped to evolved feature model.
VII. THE TOOL OF AutoEvoFM
The tool of AutoEvoFM is designed and implemented in Java. In our program, there are three parts of computing the system. The first part is the method to change ThrTFM to FEvoFM. In the second part, we implement splitting of AutoEvoNeeds, evaluating of AutoEvoNeeds, and changing of FEvoFM with reaction rules. The output of this part is the evolved FEvoFM. The third part realizes the changing from evolved FEvoFM to new ThrTFM. And the new tuple is the result of the evolution feature model. The output of every part is exported to the TXT file. We use the tool to change the example. The design principle is as follows:
Firstly, ThrTFM (FN , FR, FC) of a feature model can be changed to FEvoFM Fn by the mapping rules between ThrTFM and FEvoFM. Fn is a necessary model for the whole work. The input and output of this part are shown in Fig. 5 .
Secondly, a formalized evolutionary requirement is divided into several evolutionary needs named AutoEvoNeeds, and evolve FEvoFM with AutoEvoNeeds one by one. Every AutoEvoNeed must be operated by splitting and evaluating. An AutoEvoNeed is an object that can be recognized by the system and meet the evolutionary demand. In this part, it will change an evolutionary need of demand-oriented or featureoriented to a three-tuple (F-target, Changes, F-goal) by the given tools and principles for a given need, and then (F-target, Changes, F-goal) can be transformed into an AutoEvoNeed. Re F target −Changes−F goal : O will be split into three parts in the membrane Splitting and evaluated by the algorithm of evaluating reasonability of AutoEvoNeeds, if the relationship between object Re F target −Changes−F goal : O and structure of Fn satisfies the conditions of evolution, it will proceed to the next step. Reaction rules in membrane Evolution are called by Changes : O. These invoked rules and objects are passed into Fn and make Fn change. Repeat the process until every AutoEvoNeed in AutoEvoRe acts on FEvoFM. The final result Fn is the evolved FEvoFM. The input and output of this part are shown in Fig. 6 . Finally, Fn must be mapped to new ThrTFM (FN , FR, FC) by the mapping rules between FEvoFM and ThrTFM. (FN , FR, FC) is the evolved feature model based on the evolutionary requirement.
But the structure of FEvoFM is merged feature pairs, and we should split it first. The splitting principle of the membrane structure µ is designed: 1) Take the skin membrane as the first parent feature, and find all the sub-membranes of skin membrane contained in µ. All the sub-membranes have an inclusion relationship with the skin membrane and the sub-membranes have a parallel relation with each other, 2) Each sub-membrane from the previous step is used as new parent membrane, repeating step 1 until all the membranes do not have a sub-membrane.
The process of split the structure of µ, and map FEvoFM to ThrTFM are implemented in this part. The input and output of this part are shown in Fig. 7 .
The final ThrTFM is the result we want. We can use it to guide the next evolution of SPL.
VIII. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we use the existing feature models and evolutionary requirements to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method AutoEvoSPL. The required feature models in our experiments are from the acquisition of SPL tool (SPLOT) and other open literature.
A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the validity of proposed method. The experimental process is as follows: first, we collected evolutionary requirements and two versions of feature models of SPL. And then, we use the requirements and low version feature model as the input of our tool to change the low version feature model. Finally, the output is compared with high version feature model. We collected two data sets as experimental subjects from SPLOT http://www.splot-research.org/ and Mobile Media http://www.ic.unicamp.br/∼tizzei/mobilemedia/. SPLOT is a website for SPL's developers to upload their feature models.
Among more than 200 feature models we chose 4 feature modes as our experimental data. They are Smart Home, Android SPL, Help System and SPL SimulES. These feature models have two consecutive versions and are designed by the same editor. In each model, there are more than 50 features. Mobile Media is an SPL for generating mobile media players. It is developed basing on Mobile Photo. Currently, there are 7 versions of Mobile Media and its website provides evolution requirements, feature models, etc.
In the experiment, comparing the differences between the two versions of a same feature model, we give the evolutionary requirements of SPLs from SPLOT. And the evolutionary requirements of Mobile Media are obtained from its website. Lack of space forbids the detailed description of each SPLs' feature model. The evolution requirements are shown in Table 4 . In Table 4 , the name of SPL is the name of low version feature model, and the evolutionary requirements will be used to evolve the low version feature model.
Next, we will change these requirements to AutoEvoNeed by the methods mentioned in section V. Domain experts can change these evolutionary requirements of Smart Home, Android SPL, Help System, SPL SimulES and Mobile Media to AutoEvoNeeds. The AutoEvoNeeds are shown in Table 5 .
And then we can use the tool of AutoEvoFM to evolve Smart Home, Android SPL, Help System, SPL SimulES and Mobile Media.
B. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Using our tool and the data sets, we can get ten evolved feature models. We call evolved feature model as ''E-SPL'' for the sake of narrative convenience. Such as we can use ''E-Smart Home'' to represent evolved Smart Home. When using data sets from SPLOT, we will compare E-SPL with the higher version feature model. And when using data sets from Mobile Media, we will compare E-SPL with the next version In Table 6 , the list of ''To be evolved SPL'' is the name of feature model to be evolved, and they are same as the list of ''Name of SPL'' in table 4 and 5. The list of ''Evolved SPL'' shows the name of evolved SPL. And the list of ''Actual SPL'' is the higher version or next version feature model. The list of comparing results shows the results of comparing ''Evolved SPL'' with ''Actual SPL''. If they are same, the result is '' √ '', and if they are different, the result is ''×''.
It is clearly that there are eight '' √ '', and two ''×'' in the list of results. The eight results of '' √ '' show that the evolved versions got by AutoEvoSPL proposed in this paper are same as actual versions. It means the evolved versions are correct. These experimental results can illustrate the effectiveness of the method proposed in this paper. They show that the method presented in this paper is relatively effective.
From the last two results in Table 6 , the two versions of Mobile Media are evolved incorrectly. It is because the evolutionary requirements given on the website are incomplete. There are several changes achieved in the new version are not mentioned in the requirements. Such as it adds a new optional feature named ''Capture Photo'' to be a sub-feature of Photo in version 6. The change is not mentioned in the requirements. The incorrect results are not caused by our tool. The false results can show that the method is effective, and the method can also be used to test whether the software product evolves according to the requirement as another application.
IX. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we will give an overview of related works on SPL evolution. The three major types of research relate to our method are evolutions of SPL, feature models of SPL and changes of SPL feature models. In SPL evolution, the articles on SPL evolution fall into three categories: evolve code [13] , [17] , [20] , [24] , evolve architecture [11] , [12] , [16] , [30] and verify change [2] , [8] , [32] , [34] . In evolving code, it needs to determine the range location of code. Heider et al. used regression tests to determine the range of evolution and presented a tool-supported to add code among the range on existing SPL [17] . Mende et al. used grow-and-prune model to locate code by identifying similar functionality in SPL [24] . In evolving architecture, Deng et al. [11] proposed techniques for minimizing such impacts on software product line architectures based on model-driven development for distributed real-time and embedded systems. Garg et al. [16] presented Ménage, an environment specifically designed to manage evolving structure of SPL. Polzer et al. gave the method of integrating model-based product line techniques into a consistent automated framework. The framework was an abstraction of SPL architecture and supported for customizing representations [30] . In verifying change, Anquetil et al. [2] created a common traceability framework across the various activities of the SPL development, it can trace the changes in SPL. Teixeira et al. [34] proposed refinement notions and compositionality properties to formally define the foundations for the safe and modular evolution of SPL, enabling developers to perform changes in a systematic manner.
In feature models of SPL, Neves et al. [26] told us a feature model is a description of SPL architecture. Collecting recent articles about SPL evolution, Montalvillo and Díaz [25] found that feature models have been the most important topic and divided the articles on SPL evolution into four categories: identify change, analyze and plan change, implement change and verify change. Ferber et al. [14] gave a method of building a feature model from the existing SPL, Table 6 . Experimental results of SPLs.
and they proposed that the feature dependencies and interactions should be added into a feature model to describe the complex relationship among features. Seidl et al. said SPL is often described in terms of a problem space and a solution space. The problem space is research on the method of using feature models to represent SPL, and the solution space is some research on sharing assets such as source code, design and test artifacts in SPL [33] . Neves et al. said SPL consists of feature models, configuration information and assets. They gave the evolution model of multiple evolutionary scenarios. They used the evolution model to determine the influence scape of evolution. And then they found the evolution assets among the scape by the configuration. This process is called security evolution method, it can ensure the correctness of the evolution [26] , [27] . White et al. [36] gave the method of how to configure information evolution of SPL based on the feature models, and gave the method of evaluating the cost of SPL evolution with feature models.
And in changes of SPL's feature models, Nie et al. gave a method of model construction based on model difference and comparison of SPL using domain requirement. Extracting features from the domain requirement and comparing the features with the feature model, they achieved adding new features from domain requirements to feature models [22] . Pleuss et al. gave the method of managing the feature model of SPL using the model-driven knowledge. They used model fragments of cluster-related elements to determine the scope of changes. During the scope, it could add or remove feature [28] . Cordy et al. proposed a model-checking approach to support the evolution of models.
And the approach supported a change of adding specific types of feature to an evolving SPL [10] . Botterweck et al. [5] , [6] proposed using feature models to describe the evolution of product lines to integrate evolution into model-driven product line engineering.
In the articles of SPL evolution and feature models of SPL, we can find that the feature models are usually used to determine the influence scope of evolution to guide SPL evolution. But a feature model cannot guide evolution continually. It needs to evolve feature models as well. And among the articles of feature models changes, there is no method for evolving feature models in all evolving ways from evolution requirements. In Nie's article, the method they proposed can deal with adding features from requirements to feature models. It cannot delete features or change features. In Pleuss and Cordy's articles, they gave the method of changing feature models. And in Botterweck's articles, they also study the evolution of feature models, but the focus of this article is on how to determine the scope of the change, then change the feature model. They But both of the three articles did not tell us where the changes come. We do not know whether these changes meet the evolutionary requirements.
X. CONCLUSION
An SPL feature model can guide the evolution of SPL. To ensure the continuous availability of the feature model, the evolution of SPL requires the evolution of feature model according to evolutionary requirements. Most traditional SPL's feature models rely on the analysis of domain experts. At the same time, each SPL model needs domain experts to reconstruct the feature model when the SPL is evolved. This refactoring process entirely relies on domain experts' understanding of SPL and evolutionary requirements, and cannot guarantee the correctness of the feature model. This paper presents a method of automatically generating SPL's feature models with evolutionary requirements. We use a formal method named communication membrane calculus to describe the structure of feature models and evolution process of feature models. After describe feature models with the three tuple of feature model and evolutionary requirements with three-tuple evolutionary needs, the feature models can be changed automatically by evolutionary requirements, and the evolved feature model is got as the result of changing.
However, the tool of generating feature models automatically in this paper is too simple, it cannot support all change mechanisms of CMC, and it is proposed for the particular given environment or some target condition, it is not the general proposal. The tree structure of feature models cannot be directly used in the tool, and the results of the tool cannot change to the tree structure of feature models too. The method just find the mistakes when evolve a feature model, it cannot tell us the reason of mistakes and how to handle these conflicts. The visualization of the tool is simple. And AutoEvoSPL requires evolutionary requirements to be integrity. Every change must be concluded in the requirements. We will continue to study the above issues, improve the experimental tools, optimize the tool interface, and increase the demand dynamic replenishment mechanism. 
